I’m looking for a
simple and safe system
that supports
patient’s therapeutic
compliance…

NEW

The next generation
pill dispenser

Approximately 50% of patients
do not take their medications as prescribed1
1. Brown MT, Bussell JK. Medication adherence: who cares? Mayo Clin Proc 2011;86:304-14.

Helps patients to improve
their compliance to therapy
Function and Design
Discreet: doesn’t look like a medical instrument

Connectivity

Easy to use: only one button

Build-in cellular
data modem

Suitable for reduced manual skills

Bluetooth

Dispense of Therapy
Individual programming multiple times a day
Light and sound alarm
Control sensors
Autonomy up to a 90 day supply

Product Features
Pre-delivery system
Up to 4 different pills or capsules
per module
Modular: expandable up to 3 modules
(up to 12 different kinds of medication)
No setup process
24-hour battery life

Mymemo
a flexible system tailored to individual needs

MYMEMO
Easy installation
Easy pill loading
Easy update of
the treatment plan

Patient
Direct programming
Clinical diary
Prevents from failing
to take medications
or getting the wrong
dosage

WEB
APP
Caregiver
Therapeutic adherence
monitoring
Signalling when the therapy
has not been taken
Remote programming

Just insert the medication
name, dose and time,
then press the load button

Patient Benefits

Caregiver Benefits

Feeling of confidence
and independence

Support of therapy
management

Better compliance

Continuous update
withdrawal
of therapy

100%

Higher quality
of life

Easy to use
At the scheduled time, set by App or web,
Mymemo beeps and lights up.
The Patient pushes the single front button,
a drawer opens and Mymemo delivers instantly all
medicines, at once and in the correct dosage.
The patient takes the therapy, confirming
the correct intake, by pressing the button twice.
A message is send to the caregiver,
confirming the withdrawal of therapy.
Mymemo returns to the standby position,
ready for the next programmed delivery.

Mymemo a friendly, easy to use and safe device,
a system that helps improving patient’s compliance

www.mymemo.care

Recycled

The next generation
pill dispenser

info@mymemo.care

